
CSE 532 Spring 2004
Computational Complexity Essentials

Exercises #1

Problems:

1. Show that ifNP ⊆ TIME(nlog n) thenΣkP ⊆ TIME(nlogk n).

2. In this problem you will prove Cobham’s theorem regarding

PALINDROME = {x ∈ {0, 1}∗ | x = xR}.

For a 1-tape Turing MachineM with state setQ and tape celli of M define thecrossing
sequenceof M at on inputx as the ordered sequence of statesσi ∈ Q∗ ∪ Q∞ consisting
of the states thatM is in as it passes the boundary between celli and celli + 1. Note that
the directions that the read head ofM moves as it crosses this boundary alternatesR andL,
beginning withR sinceM starts at the left end of the tape. Consider the behavior of a 1-tape
TM M for PALINDROME that takes timeT (n) on inputs of the form{y02nyR : n = |y|}.
Suppose thatM that (without loss of generality)M ends its computation at the right end of
the input, i.e. cell4n + 1.

(a) Show that ifM takes time at mostT (n) on inputy02nyR then the average crossing
sequence|σi| = |σy

i | for i ∈ [n, 3n] is O(T (n)/n).

(b) Show that there is somei ∈ [n, 3n] such that|σy
i | is O(T (n)/n) for all y in a large

subset of{0, 1}n.

(c) Use this to show that ifT (n) = o(n2) thenM will accept some input of the form
y02nxR for |x| = |y| = n andx 6= y.

3. In this problem you will derive Lupanov’s bound on the worst-case size required to compute
any Boolean function onn bits. One of the keys is to represent functions as polynomi-
als modulo 2. Thus every functionf : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} can be written as a polynomial∑

α∈S

∏n
i=1 xαi

i in F2 for someS ⊆ {0, 1}n. This naturally leads to expressions of func-
tions in terms of the basisΩ = {1,⊕,∧}. Do the following first in terms of that basis and
then adjust the size bounds for the final circuit in converting back to the De Morgan basis
{¬,∨,∧}.

(a) One can compute many functions in a single circuit by designating more than one node
as an output node. Prove that for any integerp and every collection of{f1, ..., ft}
functions withfi : {0, 1}m → {0, 1} can be simultaneously computed using size2m +
d2m/pe2p + t · d2m/pe. Do this by computing all possible monomials and suitably
grouping their sums.

(b) For a single functionf : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} represented as a polynomial overF2, group
the monomials based on the common form of the lastn −

√
n variables and apply the

construction from part (a) withm =
√

n and suitable values oft andp to the functions
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involving the firstm variables. Optimize the choice ofp to obtain the best size bounds
and analyze the resulting complexity as a function ofn of the form2n/n + θn where
θn is o(2n/n).
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